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ABSTRACT 
For matrices with algebraic integer entries, this paper studies: (i) completions with 
prescribed determinant, (ii) the Hermite triangular form, (iii) the Schur triangular form, 
(iv) the Smith diagonal form, and (v) links connecting eigenvalues and Smith invariants. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
matrices having algebraic integer entries, say from the 
c integer ring of F/Q, a finite dimensional extension F of the 
number field Q e questions we address include the following: 
(1) iven a row of algebraic mtegers, when can the row be completed to a 
square matrix with a prescribed algebraic integer as determinant? 
(2) Given a matrix A of algebraic integers, can a unimodular matrix U of 
und such that VA is triangular? (This is the 
integers, is there a unimo 
’ is triangular? (This is the 
dular matrices U and 
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invariant factors, i .e . , Smith invariants. How are the invariant factors and 
eigenvalues related? 
NOW, one may say these are classical questions that have been thoroughly 
analyzed. This indeed is the case for some of them, but usdy over principal 
ideal domains. However, most algebraic integer rings are not principal ideal 
domains, and we specifically do not assume that our ground ring R is a 
principal ideal domain. But it is a Dedekind domain, and one may object that 
at least some of these questions have been thoroughly studied over Dedekind 
domains. This certainly is the case, and in particular Curtis and Reiner’s book 
[2] has a very nice discussion. There are also recent papers by Levy [7J and 
Custafson, Moore, and Reiner [4] in this same vein. The analysis in this degree 
of generality replaces, for example, the Smith invariants with a family of ideals 
usually not principal, and the results so obtained have found many applications 
in algbra, num er theory, and group representation theory. 
So, what is our point? Although a ring R of algebraic integers is not usually 
a principal ideal domain, it is well known that a larger ring R’ of 
algebraic integers exists, usually also not a principal ideal domain, but with this 
property: Every ideal of R becomes principal when extended to an ideal of R’. 
Our objective is to examine (l)-(5) when we permit extensions of the base 
ring R to a ring R’ as just described. In some of our theorems, one extension, 
R to W’, will sufBce to obtain conclusive results. In other theorems, a 
succession of extensions, R C W’ C R” C l l l , will be needed, each extension 
making all ideals generated in the previous extension princkpal. (We will need 
only finitely many terms from such a tower, even though the tower itself may 
continue indefinitely.) 
As a sample of aur results, we cite this one: Zf t)ae ring R’ induces euery 
within R to become principal, then it also inclwes eoery matrix 
by spare matrices ouer R to become principal. That is: if ideals 
e principal, so also do ideals of squtie matrices. 
ur proofs will1 be of two types: (a) elementary, directly from basic 
~~i~ci~~es~ or (b) advanced, relying on the powerful Steinitz-Chevalley theory 
of modules over a Dedekind domain. (For this theory, see Section 22 of [2].) A 
worthwhile point will be: How near do the elementary proofs approach the full 
results? 
A hndamental paper on these kinds of questions is Kaplan&y’s article [5], 
investigating when the Hermite and Smith properties hold for matrices with 
noncommutativ ur approach differs in that we 
te, Smith, and r properties can be got for 
rs by enlarging e base ring just 
This is ip modestly revised version of a manuscript that was first prepared in 
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1983-84. We wish to thank L. Levy for an informative review of the first draft 
of this paper. 
2. NOTATION 
The symbol R will denote the algebraic integer ring of a number field F, 
and R’ will denote a ring of algebraic integers containing R such that every 
ideal generated within R becomes principal within R’. The ring R’ always 
exists in a fmite algebraic extension of the field of fractions of R; see [12] for 
example. The ring of all algebraic integers will be denoted in boldface, by R. 
As always, 1 denotes “divides.” 
3. COMPLETIONS 
In this section a symbol like a or A, without a prime, indicates that the 
elements involved lie in R, whereas symbols a’ or A’ with a prime indicate 
that the elements are in R’. 
We consider n x n matrices, n 2 2, with prescribed first row and deter- 
minant . 
THEOREM 1. Let Oi;. l *i __" TY be integers in R, and let 6; B R’ be a principal 
genera&w of the ideal (al,* - l , a,). Then a matrix A’, with elements in R’ exists 
with first row al; 0 9, a, and detminant 6;. 
Ppoof. The result is trivial if all at are zero, so suppose a1 + 0. The proof 
is by induction on n, beginning with n = 2. Since ( aI, a,) = (a;), elements 
p’, u’ of R’ exists such that a1 p’ - a2u’ = 6;. Then the required matrix is 
a1 a2 
Ai= @, 
[ 1 P' - 
Now assume the result established for (n - 1) x (n-l) matrices. Let 
(a,,m l 0, a,_1 ) = (Sk,,) and (al,* l l , a,) = (6;). Then (6;_,, a,) = (Q, and 
= Si for app y induction, a matrix 
row ufl; * l , au,_1 a er elements in R’ exists with determi- 
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Plant s; _ 1. Now border Kn_ 1 with a column cc and a row r’, as follows: 
C = (II ( YO), r’ = ((T’cII1 p;_,; l l , U’Qn-I /a;_,), 
letting 
hen A:, has the required properties. 
COM~~ENTS 
(1) The p-cd 
situation. 
is a standard one (see [I I]) slightly adjusted to fit our 
(2) As the induction runs, the proof requires that each ideal 
(a,, Q), (Qp (32, aa),* l ‘9 (arl, Q21’ l -9 ar ,) be principal. If they are already 
wever, if tar,,@ l l , a,) is 
,I be found with entries 
The answer is yes, an its proof may be found in 
heir pro& relies on the Steinitz- 
mentary.” Thus our elementary proof 
convention, that is, 
at the elements involve re from R, and prim 
en a matrix A over 
~~~t~~ u’ over 
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TERMINOLOGY. Row echdon form nwms: If row i of T its first nonzero 
entry in position ei, then el C e2 < 0 l 0 < eP, where p = rank T. The remain- 
ing rows are zero. 
Proof. We begin by left multiplying A by a unimodular matrix over H 
constructed to rearrange the rows into a standard configuration. Let ei be the 
smallest integer such that the first ei columns of A form a matrix with rank i, 
1 < i G p. Then el < l l l c ep. So column el has a nonzero entry; permute 
rows to place a nonzero element in position (1, e,). After this permutation, 
columns e, and e2 are independent and row 1 is nonzero. Permute rows 
2,3/y m to make columns el, e2 have rows 1 and 2 independent. Following 
the permutation, columns e,, e2, 3 e are independent, and in these columns 
rows 1,2 are independent. Permute rows 3, l l l , m so that columns el, e2, e3 
have rows 1,2,3 independent. Continue in this manner. These row rearrange- 
ments may be achieved by left multiplying A by a permutation matrix, that is, 
by a unimodular matrix over R. 
For notational convenience, call the matrix now on hand A. It has these 
properties: ei is the minimal index such that columns 1, l l l , ei form a rank i 
matrix, and in columns e,, l l l , e, the leading i x i submatrix is nonsingular, 
1 G i g p. So far, this proof has used only standard techniques. Set eP+l = 
+a. 
We now introduce zeros into A, step by step, in this somewhat unusual 
order of positions: (1, II. - l 0, (1, el - l), (2,l); l l , (2, e2 - l), (3,l); l l , (3, e3 
- I), *** . As an induction hypothesis, suppose that A = VT’, where 
V’ = Yl 0 
[ 1 0 I’ 
I = identity, 
with ;i an P x r unimodular matrix, and T’ in partial echelon form, 
. . . 0 6; 
. . . 0 . . . 4? * 
. . . . . . . . . . 
;, . . . ;r . . . ;, ;I . . . . 0 p,, 
0 . . . 0 . . . 0 0 0 t;& * . . . * * * 
* 
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those zeros already achieved in the partial echelon form. Because columns 
l,***, er - 1 are zero, certainly k 2 el. It may happen that k is not any of 
el; l l , ql. is is the case, let i be the largest index such that ei < k. 
Then i < r and ei c k I< eg+l. Because columns e,, l l l , e,, k are a rank i 
m (tn A and therefore T’ also), the subdeterminant of T’ formed from 
rows l,- l *, i, and columns er; l l , e,, k vanishes. Thus Sl, l l l i$t& = 0, 
whence t:k = 
so, if t& c 0, e column index k must be one of el; l l , e,_ 1, say k = ep, 
so t t& sits beneath 6;. 
e take the pth compound, CP, of the equation A = VT’, to get 
CP( A) = C,(V’&(T‘). For convenience, we select the rows and columns used 
the determinant entries of the compound in a slightly nonstandard 
i, of A (or V’, or T’) with i, < l l * < i, for all 
rdered Iexicographically. Then use all index sets 
i&y. Similarly for columns. 
This manner of constructing CP means that 
oreover, e column numbered el < l l l < ep in C&7”) has the form 
~~cise~y two nonhero ent e first 
(1 2; 
positions. 
rows of column e, 6 l * l < ep of CP( A) = 
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with C&V{,) unimodular. This means that the R’ ideal 
6; . . . “;I-l( “;, t:t? P )
equals the ideal generated by the elements of the column vector on the left 
side of (1) (elements of R), and hence is principal as an R’ ideal. Because 
s; l ** s;_, # 0, it follows that (Si, tie,) is also principai, say (6’). Of course 
6’ # 0, since 6; + 0. 
So elements p’, a’, 6’ E 8’ exist such that 
p’b;, + u’tre = is’, 
P 
6’ 186, 6’ 1 t’,ep. 
Let W’ be the direct sum 
Then W’ is unimodular, and in 
A = (V’W’-‘)(W’T’) 
the matrix W’T’ has the same form as T’, but with tie, replaced with 0 (and 66 
replaced with 6’). Moreover, V’W’ ” has the same structure that V had. 
Thus we may progressively remove elements in row r, until column e, is 
reached. When it is reached, the element tier must be nonzero, since the 
determinant of I”’ formed from rows 1, l l l , r and columns e,, l l l , e, is then 
(det V[r)” times the corresponding determinant of A, hence nonzero. So let 
4 = t:,, and proceed with the induction to row r + 1. 
When we reach a row with index r > p, the proof step by step produces 
zero rows in the partial echelon form. Thus we eventually obtain a full echelon 
form, and the proof is complete. 
The uniqueness of the echelon form is worth examining briefly. For 
example, we could do the construction for two prolongations R’ > B and 
2%; I R, each making each W ideal become principal. How would this change 
affect the echelon matrix? Answer: Essentially not at all, and the exact result 
will now be given. 
that the echelon indices e, < l l l < eP are 
ext, note l - l 6; is 8 prin 
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e ideal YP generated by the p x p determinants lying in columns el, l l l , e,, 
of A. So 6; is a principal generator of IP /S,_r [take 9a = (l)], and thus is 
uniquely determined to within units. Note that 9,s 9, 2 l * l 2 J$ By 
adding multiples of rows to higher rows in the echelon form, those tij above a 
leading element 8; may be adjusted modulo this element, that is, modulo the 
ideal J$ /S,_ r. If we now work within the ring of all algebraic integers, we 
can obtain this uniqueness result. 
t A have edxehn indices el < l l l < eP, and let SP be the ideal 
generated by p x p subdete inants of A that lie in columns er, l l l , ep. 
Pltit Jo = (1). i&i:,: &e r&g of all algebraic integers, select principal 
generators 8, for the ideals YP /flP_ r, and select a system of representatives 
classes modulo J”~ / J$ _ r . Then the echelon form may be 
s,, p = I;=*, p, as the leading elements, and those 
elements above ading element fi, may be selected to belong to the chosen 
odulo YP / IP _ I* When this is done, the echelon form is 
e omit the proof, as it uses standard techniques; see [ll]. 
APPLICATION. Within the ring of square matrices offixed size over R, kt 9 
ideal. of cow-se, 9 need not be principal. I-knwuer, 4 generates a 
ideal J’ within the ring of squure matrices over R' , and it is possible 
’ b prkipal. 1s it? We hue this result. 
ng R’ induce each R idcal to become principal. 
ithin t/w ritag of n x n matrices owr R. Then the 
by the matrices of 9 is principal. 
being a submodule of a finitely generated module 
over a ~~th~rian ring must be finitely generated [2, p. 561. Let matrices 
e generators, and stack these matrices into a column 
et ‘, a uni atrix mm ‘, tram 0 its ermite form. 
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Hermite form must have the structure 
with H’ an n x n matrix. A standard proof (see [9]) now shows that Zi’ is a 
principal generator of 9’. 
5. THE SCHUR (TRIANGULAR) FORM UNDER SI[MILARITY 
If A is a square matrix of complex numbers, it is well known that a unitary 
matrix U exists such that UAU” is triangular. Not so well known is that there 
is an analogue for matrices of algebraic integers with unitary replaced by 
unimodular. 
In the rest of this section, we start with a matrix A over R, then pass to 
matrices over rings obtained by repeated algebraic adjunction to R. All 
symbols, therefore, will be unprimed, and only A is required to have entries in 
R. 
THEOREM 4. Let A be a square m&ix of algebraic integers in R. Then a 
unimod&r matrix V of algebraic integers exists uch that UAU-l is triangular. 
Proof. Let X be an eigenvalue of A; h is an algebraic integer in some over 
ring of R. Let (QI~,* l 0, a,) be an eigenvector belonging to X; the 01~ may be 
chosen to be algebraic integers. Let 6 (in a suitabIe further extension) be a 
principal generator of the ideal generated by al,* l 0, a,. By Theorem 1, a 
matrix of algebraic integers exists with top row al,* 9 0, a, and determinant 6. 
Multiplying this top row by 1/6, we get a unimodular matrix V1 of algebraic 
integers with an eigenvector of A for h as top row. Then 
WlAUi’= ? t . 
1 1 
We continue this process by induction in the lower right block. 
COMMENTS 
(i) This, of course, is just the standard proof. The new feature is that it 
works for algebraic integers. 
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(ii) W. Curalnick has shown us the proof of a ring theoretic extension. 
(iii) There is a lot of related material concerning integral similarity in 
several papers of 0. Taussky, of which we cite El4 as a source from which 
further references may be obtained. 
6. T’sIF SMITI-I (DIAGONAL) I?0 
We return TV the notation used in Sections 3 and 4. Unprimed elements 
are in R, primed elements in the ring R’ in which each R ideal becomes 
principal. 
Our objective in this section is to prove the following theorem 5. In the 
of [S], it implies that is an elementary divisor domain, a result 
e earliest published proof appears to be in 131. Our Theorem 5 
mes in two ver ’ ns. The second (in Section 7) proves the elementary 
sing standard devices, and the first (below) gives a more 
precise version using somewhat more sophisticated tools. 
MEOREM 5. Let A be an n x n matrix over R. Then unimoduZur matrices 
U’ and V’ exist ouer R’ such that 
W’AV’ = 
‘Si 0 
4 1 , 
u’ is na x m and V’ is n x n. 
require a number of steps, and is substantially based on 
paper [r/1, which in turn was based on 
owever, the only references that we use 
2 of Curtis and Reiner’s book [2] and 
be a finitely generated tomion free R module, and N a 
an module isomo km2 $0 c?xists uch that 
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integral ideals in R (some possibly zero). Note: I is not zero, and @ denotes 
external direct sum. 
Proof. This is Exercise 6, p. 154, of Curtis and Reiner [2]. The proof of 
Exercise 6 is quite straightforward, thanks to the hint provided in Exercise 5, 
once pp. 144-154 have been read. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose in Lemma 1 that M = R,, the module of row n-tuples 
over R. Then thefiactional i&al 1 may be taken to be the unit ideal R. 
Proof. By Curtis and Reiner [2, 22.11, p. 1491, two direct sums 
of fractional ideals are isomorphic as R modules if and only if k = p and 
11 ..a I& and Ji l 9 l Jp belong to the same ideal class. 
Now, in Lemma 1, we have 
so that the two sides must have the same number of terms and Z must be in 
the unit ideal class, that is, principal, say Z = (r). Because (r) Q (1) as R 
modules, we plainly may concoct a new R module isomorphism 0 in (2) so 
that the ending terms are R and E,. 
Let MA be the row space of matrix A, that is, all R linear combinations of 
the rows of A. This is an R submodule of R,, so we have an isomorphism Q 
such that 
If m < n, Em+l,***, E, must be zero. 
The proof of the next lemma is entirely based on the very clever proof in 
VI* 
LEMMA 3. LetAandtibem x nmatricesoverR,withrowspacesMAand 
that an R linear automorphism j3 of the d 
B. Then u&nodular matrices P and Q otxr R e& 
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proof. First, we notice that an ideal in R is a projective R module. This 
is trivial for the zero ideal (see the definition of projectivity in Cartan and 
Eilenberg [1, p. 6)). F or a nonzero ideal, see Proposition 3.2, p. 132, of [I], or 
p. 148 of Curtis and Reiner [2]. 
Next, we notice that a direct sum of projective R modules is again 
projective; see [l, p. 61. Thus E, @ l l l Q E, is a projective submodule of R,, 
whence is also. 
efine an R linear map @A : R, --) R, by flA( r) = xA, where XE R,. 
Evidently is the range of aA. We have the exact sequence 
with projective. By [l, Proposition 2.4, p. 7], this means that R, is an 
internal direct sum 
for some submodule VA of R,. And 0, must be an isomorphism of VA onto 
MA. 
Similarly, 
ism of IJ, onto We now have this diagram: 
e map ~3 is given by the assumptions of the lemma, and is an 
e of 
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for certain nonzero ideals Jr, l l l , Jp. In the same way, for ker oA, UB, ker a,, we 
have 
for nonzero ideals fr,* l l , $“, II,* l l , Zk, Yi; l l , jK. Because VA s U’, by 
Proposition 22.11 of Curtis and Reiner [2] we get p = P and that Jr l l l Jp is 
in the same ideal class as gr l l l j$. Also, since I, @ l l l GI J1 @ l l l E R, 
E s, @ l -• aBgl $ l *= , by [2, Proposition 22.111 we have k + p = K + P 
and I, 0. l J1 ... ~JI the same ideal class as jr l l l f1 l l * . Therefore, 
k = K, and Z, l l - and 9, l l l are in the same ideal class, whence, by [2, 
Proposition 22.1 l] again, ker cA P ker uB. 
Let CY be any isomorphism of ker oA onto ker an. Define ac on VA by 
a- ‘au& Then (Y is an isomorphism of R, onto itself, for which the 
kerUA @ VA 2 MA 
lot Ja 
% 
ker UB @ U' + MB 
commutes. Thus uBar = flu*. 
Finally, a and & being isomorphisms of R, and R,, are given by right 
multiplications by unimodular matrices; call them P” and Q. So 
a(x) = xZ’-‘, a( Y) = YQ for xeR,, YE&. 
The relation c&x = fluA implies that 
xP-lZ3 = xAQ for all xER,. 
ence P' ll? = AQ, so that Z3 = PAQ, as desired. 
We have (see just above the statement of Lemma 3) an R isomorphism Q 
of w, with 
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eing an isomorphism of R,, p is right multiplication by some unimodular R 
so that q(x) = x4[, for x E R,. 
e next prolong, and regard D as embedded in R’,, the space of row 
vectors with components from e prolongation of (o is (p’, which acts in 
s way: 
d( x’) = x’@ for x’ER’,. 
We want to show that 
where I!$ = R’ Ei is the R”-ifrcation of the ideal E,, and i’k& is all R’-linear 
combinations of the rows of A. 
, then x’ = y’ A for y’ E Rk. Then (o’( x’) = y’ A@. Each row of 
e range of (p d so by (3) has its components respectively 
in E&Y, ES. Thus y’ has its components respectively in Ei, l l l ) Ek. 
M,onex p’( Hi) E Ei 0 * l l CB 23;. 
and 
Mowlet z’EE’~ @ a** e&&Then x’ =(zi,***,zh),where zj isin R’$ 
so has the form 
Y 6% 
eij is in 
SU& that q( mii) = (0, l l l , 0, eij, 0, l l l , 0), where 
‘. And it still is an isomorphism, because 
R’, such that 
Since I$ is an eal with generators in R, Ei = (si) is principal, I < i < n. 
nd 8; 1 l l l 1 Sk, since Ei 1 l l l 2 Eh. Let 
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If m C n, only s;; l l , & appear, and s&+~; 00, sh must be zero. Then 
Hence Q’ is an isomorphism of R’, onto R’, with p’( MA) = I$,. By Lemma 3 
this means that 
B’ = P’AQ 
for unimodular matrices P’, Q’. This completes the proof of Theorem 5. 
The diagonal elements s;, s& l l l are, of course, uniquely determined up 
to unit multiples, since the ideal (s;, l l l , s;) is the ideal generated by the i x i 
subdeterminants of A, i = 1,2, l l l . 
Our conclusion, therefore, is this: Any matrix over R has its (Smith) 
invariant factors, but they lie in the larger ring R’. 
7. AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH TO THE SMITH FORM 
The following alternative proof of Theorem 5 has the virtue of perhaps 
greater explicitness, as it uses Theorems 1 and 2, but has the defect that it 
produces a weaker result: the transforming matrices that appear in Theorem 5 
as V’, V’ and that have elements in R’, no longer have elements in R’ under 
the method given below. All that appears provable by this method is that 
unimodular matrices V, V with algebraic integer elements in some extension 
ring of R exist such that 
UAV = 
[ 
Sl 
s2 , 811 s2  l ‘.. . . 1 
Note that, in this section, except for the first sentence above, we adopt the 
notational convention of Section 5: only unprimed symbols appear; all matrices 
have algebraic integer elements, but only A has entries required to be in R. 
THEOREM 5 (Alternate version). Given A, unimoddur matrices V, V of 
algebraic integers exist such that (5) hoEds. 
Proof. Run an induction on m + n. Let A = [A,, a], where A, has 
n- 1 columns and a is a single column, with A, absent if t? = 1. By 
agonalized, so we may assume from the outset that it is 
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diagonal, say A, = diag( or, a,, 0 l l ), with u,I u2 1 l . l . Let the column vector 
a = (a,,*=*,a,)‘. If 0 = 0, the diagonal form of A, completes the proof. So 
assume a is nonzero. Tbe ideal (al,. l l , a,) is principal (in some ring exten- 
sion), say = (a), and the ideal ( aI, al; = l , a,) is also principal, say = (sl). 
en ( aI, a) = (~1). Note that (sl) is the ideal generated by all the elements of 
A. 
Algebraic integers ill9 - l l , u, exist such that uIal + l l l + u,a, = Q, and 
we must have (ZQ; * l , u,) = (1). Let U be a unimodular (by Theorem 1) 
matrix with tLl, l * l , U, as top row. Then Ua is a column with (Y as top element 
and other elements divisible by t-x. Subtracting suitable multiples of row 1 of U 
from later rows, we may assume that U0 = (Ly, 0, l l l , O)t. Suppose that the first 
column of U is (ui, iczl, l l l , 24,#. Since U is unimodular, these latter ele- 
ments generate the unit ideal. Note that 
UA = 
Within the algebraic integer ring on hand at this point in the proof, let 
PI, Pg, l l l be the distinct prime ideals occurring in (0). Some of these may 
also occur in ul, but P,, for example, cannot occur in all of uL, ~4~~; l l , u,,,~. 
Suppose that (~1) does not involve PI, l l l , Pi_ 1 but does involve Pi. Then 
there exists an integer ukl with k > 1 not lying in Pi. Select XE PI l l l Pi-1 
add x times row k of W to row 1. The new (1,l) element then 
any of P,,* -9, Pi. Continuing in this way, we construct a 
unimodular U such that the (1,l) element icl is relatively prime to Q. If these 
elementary operations are done on (6), the effect is a new equation (6) with u1 
ng (q, a) = (I). 
nce (ulul, ar) = (al, cu) = (q), whe s1 is a divisor of each element of 
(since s1 divides each element of A.) ultiplying UA from the right by a 
~~imodu~~r V comprising the direct sum of a 2 x 2 block and dn identity 
matrix, we get 
nt. Obvious elementary erations then induc 
roof is satisfacto 
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to A,,, further extensions of the base ring appear to be necessary. So, even 
though A has entries in R, the final matrices U, V cannot be guaranteed to 
have entries in R’, the ring that makes ideals from R principal. Mowever, 
Sir s2, l l l can be guaranteed to be in R’, since (sr l * l SJ is the ideal 
generated by all i x i subdeterminants of A, an R ideal and hence principal 
in R’. 
8. RELATIONS BETWEEN EICENVALUES AND INVARIANT FAC- 
TORS 
A square matrix over a ring R of algebraic integers possesses both 
eigenvalues and invariant factors -all algebraic integers, and all usually in 
some extension fi of R. In what way are these quantities related? 
THEOREM 6. Let the n x n matrix A haue eigenuakm q; l l , a, and 
inuariunt f&tom s1 1 9 l 9 1 s,. Then 
k = I,-•*,n - l, (7) 
and 
81 l m* s,isanassociateof cq l -9 CII,. 0 8 
Proof. We know that A may be brought into triangular form (see Theo- 
rem 4) without changing either eigenvalues or invariant factors. Since s1 is a 
principal generator of the ideal spanned by the elements of A, and QI( is an 
element, evidently s1 1 q, for each i. .Qpplying this result to the ktb compound 
shows that (7) must hold. And (8) is clear by examining det A. 
We now study the converse of Theorem 6, namely, if algebraic integers 
Sr,’ l l , sn and al,* * 0, a,, are given satisfying (7) and (8), can a matrix be found 
with these integers as invariant factors and eigenvalues, respectively? 
THEOREM 7. Given algebraic integers q; l 0, a, and s1 1 . l l 1 s, such 
that (7) and (8) hold, there exists a matrix of algebraic integers with the (xi as 
eigenu&es and the si as inuariunt factors. 
n every q is zero and the zero matrix meets the 
If s, + 6 let k = n - P, and if s, = 0 define k by 
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Sk # 0, Sk+1 = = m * = s, = 0. Now recursively define algebraic integers xt, 
1 < t < k, making the following ideals principal: 
1 
cq, l n - cfi, %, ’ l * ai,+I Ql, “* its 
%+1, 
. . . = 
Xl l ** L-1 ’ Xl ..* 
, 
1 
( ) Xt . 
“t-1%+1 
’ x1 .** 
X,-1%+1 l * = % 
ere the subscripts on the numerator terms run over all increasing sequences 
of the indicated lengths chosen from 1; l 0, n - 1. A recursive argument 
shows that st 1 xt 1 st+l and that the indicated ideals 
k<n- I,set xk+l= =*= =r,_r=O.Then x,1 l *= 
Xl l *’ Xt IGft, ‘*’ Qltt) 1gt<n 
and 
are integral ideals. If 
I G-1 and 
- 1, 
#l l l = x,_ 1 and ~1~ l l l (IL,_~ are associates. 
The only nontrivial claim here is al l l l CY,_~ 1 x1 - l l x,,_~ when rn_r f 0. 
To verify this, first note that 
Now, the ideal product (x1)( x2) l l l (x n_ *) is spanned by products of the 
generators shown on the left above. We claim that each such generator 
ultiple of CY, * l l a,, 1 (whence o1 l * l an_! I le, - l l x,,_~.) To 
is, suppose first that the generator from ( rn_ l) is 
roduct of generators has the form 
Ql ‘*’ an-1 Ul %-2 
1 
. . . 
n-2 
= - .** .---a l .* 
x1 .” x,-2 Xl .rn_2 l 
Osn-l* uiE(xt)* 
indeed is an integral multiple of or 0 l l CY,_~. If the generator from 
(&r) is a,, let na + 1 be minimal so that the generator from (xi) is 
si+p, m + 1 < i < n - 1. Then the product of generators has the form 
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Since ai,+l l l . ai, 1 ] s”+~ l l l s,, where iur+i,* l 0, i,_r are the indices com- 
plementary to i,,**;, i, in l,= l *, n - 1, we again see an integral product of 
a1 l = l a,_1. 
We now complete the proof by induction on n. If some ai is zero, let it be 
a,. Set 
Xl 0 
. . 
Al = 
[ 1 0 ’ , X,-l al l ** an-1 a, 
where 
Sl ’ l ’ si 
ai = for 1 <.i<k+ 1, 
q l -- xi-1 
at=0 for i>k+l. 
(Take ak+l = 0 if xk happens to be 0.) This matrix has s1 ] l l l ] s,, as its 
invariant factors, since each i-rowed minor is divisible by s1 l l l s,, and one is 
an associate of s1 l l l st. Ry induction the leading n - 1 dimensionaI block of 
AL may be unimodularly converted to a triangular form with al, l l l , a,, r as 
diagonal elements. The resulting matrix A has all the desired properties, since 
a, is an associate of a,. 
A paper by Marques de Si ([lo]; see also Mathematical R&s 81C:15021) 
examines the existence of triangular matrices with a prescribed diagonal and 
prescribed invariant factors. His results therefore are the same as our Theo- 
rems 6 and 7. 
9. REMARKS 
A curious fact [8] is that for certain rings (but not R) the elementary divisor 
property may hold for square matrices but not for rectangular ones. 
A related paper is [15], in which the properties investigated above are 
examined over a Noetherian ring. . 
The work reported here was supported at various times by grants from the 
National Science Foundation and Wright Patterson AFB. Thanks are aho due to 
L. Levy and R. Guralnick for helpfd comments. 
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